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Unraveling the Mystery of Autism and Pervasive Development Disorder is an essential guide meant for
parents with autistic children who desire to better understand and intervene with the disorder. Consulting
medical papers, browsing the net, and networking with other parents, they traced the onset of their
child’When their nineteen-month-old son, Miles, was identified as having autism, Karyn Seroussi, a writer,
and her husband, a scientist, fought back with the only weapons at their disposal: love and research.s
problems to an immune system breakdown.and found methods to help their child. So Karyn and her
hubby surely got to work—Karyn implementing their plan in the home while her spouse tested his theories
at the scientific laboratory where he worked. Unraveling the Mystery of Autism and Pervasive
Developmental Disorder is an inspiring and riveting chronicle of how one couple empowered themselves
to problem the medical establishment that promised no hope— His digestive system was unable to
breakdown certain proteins, which in turn resulted in abnormal brain development. Listed below are the
explanations and remedies they so thoroughly researched and discovered, an abundance of crucial tools
and hands-on information that offer ideas other parents may use to impact and reverse the effects of
autism and PDD, including step-by-step instructions for removing dairy and gluten from the dietary plan,
special recipes, and an explanation of the functions of the key players in autism analysis.
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Compelling go through but obsolete science PRO: The author writes very well and the narrative of her
son's early diagnosis of autism and his eventual recovery through diet plan (GFCF) and therapy is a
compelling read and offers expect any mother or father with an autistic child. But in the finish, he was no
more labeled autistic, or developmentally disabled at all.CON: The book is aged (~10 years) and the
science has shifted. Unfortunately, she refers to the infamous (now mostly debunked) vaccine-autism
hyperlink. I'm no doctor/scientist but I browse a whole lot about autism. It now seems there's 0 link
between autism/celiac but there is probable some web page link between gluten-sensitivity and a subset
of autism instances (it's most likely there are many types of autism with different causes). So a GFCF diet
can help some children (especially if they possess GI problems) but most will probably not be helped. I'd
recommend DR. Sears' "Autism Publication" or Martha Herbert's "Autism Revolution" instead for a more
up-to-time look at alternative remedies.! I was 21 years old, and my precious little boy, Would have a
wonderful existence!Seroussi deserves numerous plaudits for her persistence and her own
intelligence;However it is principally about diet.!It is still an excellent story and incredibly helpful info on
diet.Also some very nice info about her experience with some of the great autism doctors and
researchers.General it sorda reminded me of louder than words simply by Jenny McCarthy,but Jenny talks
much more about almost all Biomed treatments.Im happy her son recovered through diet plan and ABA
but our journey has been a little tougher. I enjoy all she shared from her personal knowledge and also the
science behind it.I know alot of people can be defer by her "parents who dont try GFCF are poor".It is a
ch allege to say the least however the results are amazing. This publication transformed everything for
me. One Star Excellent book.I really believe autism is some type of the immune system concern attacking
itself.While autism will come from many methods.Its as being a puzzle as the saying goes..Its very
complex.Yes vaccines are one of them.Your child may have a severe allergy that has taken them into
autism.I find it helpful to look at your family history as she did.Its almost like detective function and last
but not least DONT GIVE UP! When I first entered this field, the share answers were generally that their
hygiene was poor, or they couldn't tell us when they were simply becoming sick, so we wouldn't find out
until an infection was raging.! you can defeat this!This is simply not a book about therapy or habilitation;
Are you autistic?!Those didn't seem like promising answers, but a lot of hygiene and "tell us when it
hurts" therapy went in to trying to prevent infections, to no use.Therefore when Seroussi suggests in this
book that intestinal yeast overgrowth may produce symptoms of autism, it made so much sense. Also
people with out a personal curiosity in autism would find this book fascinating. Autism Will Never Be the
Same As a QMRP and qualified Behavior Specialist, I have worked with autistic people for many years. if
you need a book to provide you with suggestions on teaching your son or daughter to bathe himself, or
stay out of visitors, this publication won't help. Autism isn't caused by dairy/gluten items, did you take in
dairy as a child/adult?This book addresses factors behind autism-- not genetic causes that can't be
changed, but environmental, mostly dietary causes that can be changed. Seroussi details, daily, the
changes that came over her austistic son when dairy and gluten had been taken off his diet. take note
when buying this book, this writer has quoted andrew wakefield the disgraced MD that wrongfully
suggested autism was caused by vaccines before retracting his paper and getting fired.The process was
much more cumbersome and complicated than my simple summary. You might have halted him s***ting
so much but "curing his autism" is just amusing to learn. He was put through numerous (necessary)
testing. KS is a "warrior" mother who devoted her lifestyle to her son's recovery and the happy ending is
deserved and needed.I adored her tenacity in the book and admire her battle for her child. what she
managed for her son is a minimum of another Lorenzo's Essential oil.She is also a good story-teller.This is
only 1 exemplory case of the groundbreaking information in this book. Five Stars Fabulous
read!Regrettably, because much of the narrative is about her son's early advancement and her thoughts at
the period- this book can't actually be revised to update the science. be aware when buying this book, this



writer has ... He still required some therapy to capture up on what he previously missed during his
"autistic days," but for the most component he became an average small boy. she shares his beliefs, that
should inform you to the level of knowledge of the writer of this book. Would have an excellent life! This
book changed everything for me 14 years ago a neurologist explained that my son would probably never
talk that he'd need lifelong care and not to expect much.... He didn't understand me perfectly!Other
biomed is not discussed too much in the book. Mainly about diet Hi I bought this as i've a daughter who's
3 with autism.My daughter is much more with it.. you need to fight for your son or daughter. Atlanta
divorce attorneys IEP meeting they will try to provide you with the bare minimum. At the age of 13 he
was reevaluated and considered not really autistic anymore..! You need to be stubborn, and consistent!!
Autism: It's not What You Think It Is The author made many things about autism simpler to
understand.We also put into action the GFCF diet plan and low sugars but we likewise have done an array
of other things all Mothers on the biomed trip are familiar with. Five Stars VERY INFORMATIVE LOL
WHAT UTTER CRAP HAVE I SIMPLY READ!!! As a mom of a severely autistic boy, I am speechless
after reading a explanation of the "book". I literally haven't a clue in the slightest how you imagine
milk/gluten caused your son to have autism. It's a totally different sort of book. I've generally wondered
why kids with autism get therefore many ear infections that nine out of ten seem to have hearing tubes,
and adult females are plagued by yeast-based infections. I practically live on dairy/gluten and I can assure
you I'm not on the spectrum. Did you ever believe your son might have progressed therefore well because
of the help he was getting from the special school?? Right up there with the lady in Canada who also
(somehow) wrote and got a publication deal on what she "cured" her sons autism by feeding him
broccoli. Seruossi's son took certain medicines that had hardly ever been utilized for autism before. Trying
to "find" a cure doesn't help your son or daughter, it helps you. Great details! My sons have been dairy
free for a couple of years today..At least my babys was. Great info! I wish all of those other medical
community would capture up to this information. I wish all of those other medical . Getting dairy free
offers tremendously helped their behavioral issues! They are learning well, more verbal (appropriately),
and on pace with their peers at school!More inside our world so to speak.
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